
I am new to my spiritual journey; and I'm looking  to
get a reading done, which reading should I do first? 

If this your first reading with me, I recommend the
ancestral w/Obi. I will investigate to see if you are on the
right path or not. The reading can also give you yes and no
answers.
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Frequently Asked Questions

What is the difference between the different
divination(readings)?

The ancestral reading helps me connected with your
ancestors to give me in-depth information. I can ask what
ancestors are around you and who may be speaking
directly to you.
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Frequently Asked Questions

I want to start learning about spirituality, but I don't
know where to start?

Our Intro to Spirituality 101 is the perfect class for you. The
class consist of learning about why journaling is vital,
ancestral reverence, spiritual protection, and more. So
what are you waiting for? Enroll today! Numerology class
coming soon.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Do you have a botanica (spiritual supply store)?

Yes, I do; you can purchase conjured oils for your ritual,
incense, candles, books and eBook, soaps, scrubs, with
more to come. 
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Frequently Asked Questions

What is numerology, and why should I purchase a birth
chart?

Just like a natal chart, your numerology report or birth chart gives you a
deep insight into yourself as a person. Each report gives you something
different. However, the Ultimate Numerology Report gives you all of this
information:
Your Personality Profile: Describes your inborn traits, details why you're
drawn to the things you are. Pinpoints what makes you unique. It explains
how others see you.
Your Yearly/Monthly Forecast: looks ahead to the energy and influences
you will encounter this year to prepare you for the unexpected changes
life can bring. Monthly Forecasts give specifics for each month to help you
make the most of each period.
The Diamond Spirit Report: uncovers the connection between your
mental, spiritual, and physical arenas. It describes the challenges you will
face this year, outlines its root cause, and recommends a course of action
to move through this period successfully; Includes two years.
The Talent Profile: analyzes your strengths and talents and lists careers
that relate to your unique capabilities.
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